
HIGH KEY PHOTOGRAPHY (in mono) – by Kathy Kay 

With its origin in the early days of film, high key lighting was a technique used to reduce 

contrast and dark shadows. It is essentially an elevated level of light. 

This is now frequently used by photographers to create an artistic, light and airy look. It is 

also used extensively in portraiture, fashion and product photography. 

      

A high key image is one with minimal shadows, brighter whites, and a minimal tonal range. 

The overall colour palette is light. It is not just an overexposed image, but rather a well 

composed image including enough darker tones to complete the image, with most of the 

tones being light. 

                



Most often, high key images are taken indoors with added lighting. However, many wildlife 

and landscape photographers specialize in high key as these artistic images are often used 

by interior decorators. 

 

 Generally, a low contrast scene with flat, cloudy skies, foggy, misty days and snow scenes 

will produce excellent high key photos. Nature photographers will often use very bright 

backgrounds to their advantage and convert these images to high key. However, it is 

important that you adjust your settings when taking these images, to avoid a very dark 

subject against a bright background. This can be corrected in a number of ways, the most 

common being: Use spot lighting on your subject and dial in + 1 or 2 exposure 

compensation. This will lighten your subject and over-expose the background. You can also 

use a fill in flash on your subject, or a reflector for a similar effect. 

 

 Birds or animals in water on an overcast day are ideal for this type of photography as the 

water acts as a reflector and the grey sky as a giant diffuser.  



In product photography, or photographing at home, a lot of light will be necessary to 

achieve a bright, unblemished, soft look. Basically, you would need a key light and a fill in 

light. This can be achieved with natural light from a window and a reflector, and about +2 

exposure compensation. Wonderful results can be obtained by using a soft box, reflector, 

white board and a flash. If photographing a small object, white paper or a sheet of tinfoil 

can be used as a reflector. Check your images and adjust your settings to achieve your 

desired result. Ensure that you have a plain, light background. 

         

To process your images in Lightroom, try to adjust your settings to achieve a soft, low 

contrasting image. Usually, it helps to increase the exposure, minus the highlights, up the 

shadows and increase the whites. Finally, I usually minus the clarity and dehaze slightly. 

 

Hope this gives you a better understanding of high key. 

Good luck, enjoy and keep safe! 

Kathy Kay 



 

 

 

 

 

 


